
QuattroTM Air ...
the lighter way  
to better sleep.

Benefits for you ... 
Builds on the strength of Quattro 
Quattro Air provides performance you can rely on, in a  
new sleeker, lighter mask with less bulk on the face,  
so it’s bound to have strong patient appeal.

Less parts for quick and easy set-ups 
Quattro Air has fewer parts than most other Full Face  
Masks (FFM)—just four. It’s quick to demonstrate and easy  
to train patients to use, supporting patient compliance.

Improved patient usability  
The mask features greatly reduced complexity with 
improved comfort and stability, that aims to reduce  
patient call-backs and free up more of your time.

Innovative design for easy acceptance 
It’s light, streamlined and comfortable, allowing you  
to assist those of your patients who struggle to  
stick with therapy.

... and your patients
Lightweight and less bulk on the face
Quattro Air is light with a clearer field of vision and 
less bulk on the face than other FFMs, so patients  
are less likely to feel claustrophobic or intimidated.

Intuitive and uncomplicated
Quattro Air is simple for patients to use,  
for quick and easy cleaning and reassembly.

Forehead stability
Its advanced Flex-wing forehead support  
is comfortable and feels light on the face.

Quiet operation 
The circular venting gently and quietly 
diffuses airflow away for less user and 
partner disturbance—only 28 dBA.*

ResMed’s new lightweight Quattro Air Full Face Mask  
builds on Quattro’s proven performance and reliability.  
It provides enhanced comfort and ease of use, and is  
45% lighter* than the previous Mirage QuattroTM mask.

*    The Medium size of Quattro Air is 45% lighter than the  
  Medium size of Mirage Quattro.

**  Declared dual numbered noise emission values (with                            
uncertainty 3 dBA) in accordance with ISO 4871.e1.
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Product Codes 
 
Quattro Air mask system Small 62725

Quattro Air mask system Medium 62726.

Quattro Air mask system Large 62727

 
Quattro Air for Her mask system X-Small 62769

Quattro Air for Her mask system Small 62770

Quattro Air for Her mask system Medium 62771

Even more comfort ...
Quattro Air is lighter, sleeker, and even more comfortable than the 
previous Mirage Quattro mask due to a series of design enhancements.

It’s also simpler to use, trimming down the number of parts to just four. 
That makes it easier for patients to understand how to use their 
Quattro Air and simple for them to put it back together after cleaning.
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Improved comfort 
and less chance of skin irritation  
at the sensitive nasal bridge area 

SoftEdgeTM headgear design 
has premium rolled-edge  
fabric that reduces facial 
marking and is also 
comfortable to wear 

Circular diffused venting 
directs air away for less user  
and partner disturbance 

Quick release elbow 
with squeeze-tabs to make  
attaching and detaching  
quicker and easier

Flex-wing forehead support 
allows a dynamic range of fit 

and adjustment, and feels  
light on the face 

Headgear loops 
simplify attachment  

for improved usability 

Dual wall  
Spring AirTM cushion 

delivers a high-performance  
seal with even more comfort 


